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Thank you!

A big thank you goes to everyone for your section submissions. There has been a lot of high quality work. It’s good to see it all come together.

Technical Writer for Editing

We have a tech writer, DJ Johnson, from Boeing who has been working on the NISTIR on formatting and grammar, and who will now work on the crypto section; Tanya will send the document to her. Once DJ has made edits, the section will be sent back to the team to ensure it is still technically correct.

Thanks to DJ; she’s been a great help on this!

Current Draft Location

The most current draft of the document is on the Twiki. The document is already large, and will get larger. The latest draft is under the link NISTIR7628v1July2010.

The latest draft is in PDF. Note that this currently includes the complete document, as we will not be split out to three volumes until we have decided where ALL the appendices will go. We are open for suggestions.

Remember, all of this is a draft. The intent is to have the whole thing put together by end of this week, and then have 3 – 3½ weeks for the internal NIST review.

Comments

As you look at the doc, please look at other sections that you have not worked on. If you have comments, please send them to the appropriate group to be addressed. Tanya will be the keeper of the overall document; the subgroups will coordinate any changes with her.

Please check the Twiki site, as we will be updating the documents regularly. We should have a full version in the next couple of days. Remember, this is our stake in the ground so want to make sure we haven’t missed anything.

Our Work is Having an Effect!

We do know that our work is being reviewed and referenced. For example, the Maryland PSC BG&E Order and the California PUC reference our document.
Renumbering the Logical Categories

One of last tasks before review will be to renumber the logical interface categories. This will be completed by Annabelle, Tanya, Vicky, and Mike. Note that Justin will not be able to provide final drawings until this is complete.

No Telecon on the 5th of July

We will not have a telecon next Monday, as it’s the 4th of July holiday. The next telecon will be July 12th. Enjoy the 4th of July.

Final Comments/Questions

Outside use of NISTIR

We will have a section outlining the use of this document. Annabelle has a draft.

What’s Next?

There is a lot more work to be done after this initial release of the document. There will be work on the Test and Certification, Crypto and Key Management, protocols, and the output from the PAPs.

Is there a November meeting with SGIP?

There are many meetings coming up, including Gridweek in October and Grid InterOp in December. We do not yet know how we'll be involved, and we'll post when we know more.

Can People Submit Informal comments?

Tanya will look into this the process for this.

Thanks again!

Next call for the SGIP-CSWG: Monday, July 12, 2010, 11am EST.
Call-in number: 866-745-6097  Participant passcode is: 7413006
Please remember to mute your phones when not speaking.